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Takeaways from "Science Diplomacy in International

Organizations"

In November, we brought together experts f rom leading research
institutions, the United Nations, universities, and non-
governmental organizations to consider the role of  various
actors in todayʼs multilateralism and to unpack the relevance of
science diplomacy for international organizations.

To the art icle and download

German Networking Evening at the
Transportation Research Board
Meeting 2023
Jan. 9, 2023, in-person

DWIH New York @ International
Science Forum
Mar. 1, 2023, in-person

DWIH New York @ AAAS Annual
Meeting
Mar. 2-5, 2023, hybrid

Scientists from the University of Cologne present at

Kidney Week of the American Society of Nephrology

High fat – Low carb: A f irst clinical trial has shown that a
ketogenic metabolism can have a positive e�ect on patients with
cystic kidneys.

More information

© Paderborn University 

Paderborn University Leads EU Research Project on

Explainable Artificial Intelligence

AI has become an integral part of  our lives. It has given rise to
smart assistants that take on tasks that would otherwise take
humans a great deal of  time and. To do this, smart assistants
require vast amounts of  data. ʻKnowledge graphsʼ are one of  the
preferred mechanisms for representing data here, because they
can be understood by both humans and machines and ensure
that information is processed logically.

More information

© UCI

Opening Ceremony of the HPI Research Center in

Machine Learning and Data Science at the University

of California

Already in January 2020, the fourth international branch of  the
HPI Research Schools was opened at the University of  California,
Irvine (UCI). But the o�icial opening ceremony had to be
postponed again and again due to the Covid-19 pandemic. On
November 4, 2022, it could f inally be made up for.

More information

© Center for Jewish History

Unmasking Antisemitism: A Panel Discussion in

Conjunction with the Exhibition #FakeImages at the

United Nations

Join f ive historians, among them Dr. U�a Jensen from our
associate supporter TU Berlin, for this panel discussion on
January 26 - online or in-person in New York.

More information and registrat ion

Zur Online-Version

Newsletter DWIH New York January 2023

Dear reader,

We are starting into the year 2023 with a lot of  energy and many plans for new projects and
events. Before looking at our upcoming events, we invite you to read about our event highlight

from last November - Science Diplomacy in International Organizations. Together

with our co-organizers we prepared a document with stakeholder takeaways which will
give you an insight into this topic which will also be part of  the 2023 programming. 

With kind regards
The DWIH New York Team
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WHAT 'S N EW?

DWIH Email Addresses

Those of  you who have been in contact with us in the last few months surely have noticed: All
DWIH New York email addresses have been switched to a new format (from @dwih-
newyork.org to @dwih.org), so please note the new addresses and update your contacts
accordingly. The old addresses will not be available a�er January 2023.
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